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Instruction for Reviewers

The editorial board of IJMBS is interested in publishing a wide range of papers from the field of business and multidisciplinarity in business and economics science including literature reviews, research papers, conceptual papers, general reviews, case studies, viewpoints.

IJMBS use double blind review process, in which identities of author(s) and reviewer(s) are not disclosed. Before filling in the Paper Review Form, please take into account the checklist below. The following checklist is offered for guidance only in the preparation of your comments.

I GUIDANCE FOR REVIEWER COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Offer an opinion on the following:

- clarity, conciseness and usefulness of the paper title
- article composition
- transparency and clarity of the manuscript content in the conceptual and linguistic terms
- the adequacy and quality of theoretical/conceptual framework
- the adequacy of scientific methodology
- quality of data or findings
- originality and scientific contribution
- choice and actuality of the used literature
- proposals for any necessary corrections and changes in the manuscript
- the final assessment with a recommendation for publication or non-publication

II GUIDANCE FOR PAPER CLASSIFICATION

On the reviewers proposal articles are classified into the following categories:

a) original scientific paper contains not yet published results of the original scientific paper
b) preliminary communication contains new results of scientific research which is useful to publish
c) review article is featuring original, concise and critical review of an area in which the author himself participates and makes its contribution in regard to already published works
d) professional paper contains useful contributions from the profession and for the profession, and not the original research.